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Abstract – The World Wide Web has become a huge part of millions of people who use online services e.g. net banking, net 

shopping, social networking, e-commerce, and store and manage user sensitive information, etc. In fact, it is a popular tool for 

all user over the Internet. Rich Web based applications are available over the World Wide Web to provide all types of services. 

At the same time, the Web has become an important means for people to interact with each other and so on. This is the positive 

side of this technology. Unfortunately, the Web has also become a more dangerous technique. The popularity of World Wide 

Web has also attracted obtrudes and attackers. These obtrudes abuse the Internet and users by performing illegal activity for 

financial profit. The Web pages that contain such types of attacks or malicious code are called as malicious Web pages or 

malware. While the existing system are good sign to detecting malicious Web pages, there are still open issues in Web page 

features extraction and detection techniques. In this paper, we are detecting and identified malicious or benign URL 

classification using machine learning in real time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

  

In recent years, Mobile devices are widely used in order to access the web pages. However, despite the considerable advances 

in processor power and bandwidth, the browsing experience on mobile is significantly different. These variations can mostly be 

endorsed to the reduction of size of the screen dramatically, which effect’s the functionality of the content and layout relating 

the mobile webpages. To performed static analysis in order to verify malignancy in the desktop Content, functionality and also 

layout have often been used. Conventionally, the malicious intent was recognized by the features such as the frequency of 

iframe’s and the number of redirections have served. But such affirmations may no longer be true due to the several 

modifications made to accommodate  

Mobile devices. To consider mobile specific webpage elements like calls to mobile APIs, several earlier techniques were also 

failed.  

The data mining is automatic or semi-automatic analysis of huge amount of data form data warehousing .The data mining 

extract previously unknown interesting patterns, unusual record and dependencies and that patterns can be used as the input 

data, and may be used for further analyzing e.g. in machine learning . 

Malicious Webpages: 

A malicious is also called as Malware. Malware is software intentionally designed to cause damage to a computer, server, 

client, or computer network. 

 

The malicious software is used to gather sensitive information, disrupt computer operation or to have access to secure 

computer systems [3].It can used in the form of coding, scripts, active contents and other software application. Malware is the 

term used to detect intrusive software [5]. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

In this paper [1] Chaitrali Amrutkar, Young Seuk Kim, and Patrick Traynor, Senior Member,IEEE “Detecting mobile 

malicious web pages in real time” 
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They design and implement a mechanism to distinguish between malicious and benign mobile webpages .Finally they protect 

system users from malicious mobile websites in real time. They implement KAYO technique for detecting malicious webpages 

but they are unable to detect mobile specific thread with accurate because existing KAYO techniques and tools are detecting 

only desktop webpages. 

 

In this paper [2] Chaitrali Amrutkar, Kapil Singh, Arunabh Verma, and Patrick Traynor “ValnuerableMe: Measuring Systemic 

Weaknesses in Mobile Browser Security” 

They perform the first large-scale security comparison between mobile, tablet and desktop browsers. They characterize the 

security between mobile and desktop browser. It also identify upcoming error which attack multiple mobile and desktop 

browser. They present three attacks technique that damage inconsistent click-event and incorrect policies. The experimentally 

show that none of the desktop browser are vulnerable to the attacks reliable on mobile browser. 

 

In this paper [3] “MAST: Triage for Market-scale Mobile Malware Analysis” Saurabh Chakradeo, Bradley Reaves, Patrick 

Traynor, William Enck 

They present the Mobile Application Security Triage (MAST) infrastructure. MAST develop a application for ranking a 

suspicion threads using multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) technique. The multiple correspondence analysis MCA used 

to illuminate the relationship between dataset and variables. This technique is more appropriate than generic machine learning 

technique. The MAST given rank application using MCA, it has four step. The first step is to identify attributes that define 

security properties. The second step is combine related attributes set to create MCA questionnaire. Third step is multiple poll 

selection. The final merge step is to create an accurate MAST ranking of suspiciousness. The final output of MAST is a list of 

application ranked in order of their suspiciousness. 

 

In this paper [4] “A Fast filter for the Large-Scale Detection of Malicious Web Pages “ David Canali , Marco Cova , Giovanni 

Vigna , Christopher Kruegel  

They describe to design and implementation of prophiler. The prophiler called filter, such filter uses static analysis technique to 

quickly detect malicious content from web pages. To demonstrate the effective and efficiency filter, they collected millions of 

paper which they analysis for malware behavior. The need of fast filter large-scale analysis is to detect malicious web pages. 

First step is to introduce comprehensive set of pages and URLs for identifying malicious web pages. Second step is compare to 

previous number of filter system. Third step is to demonstrate filter that improve the scale of analysis and it can performed in 

publicly available system. 

 

In this paper [5]”Learning to Detect Malicious Web Sites from Suspicious URLs” Justin Ma , Lawrence K Saul, Stefan Savage, 

Geoffrey M Voelker. 

They focus on supplementary part of design space and lightweight URL classification of web sites reputation. It also describe 

to solve automatically URL classification. They learning how to detect malicious webpages, first strictly to avoid downloading 

page content that safer for user. Second classifying a URLs that compare to previously downloading pages and its contents for 

classification. Third find out that malicious webpages and finally they classifying all URLs automatically either malicious or 

unmelodious. 

 

In this paper [6]”A Framework for Detection and Measurement of Phishing Attacks “ 

They focus on the various phishing attacks on URL employed. Phishing attack is identity theft that combines social technique 

and attack vector to harm system information from user. They have detecting and measuring of phishing attacks by anti-

phishing tools such as Google safe browser that identify phishing URL sites, Net Craft tool that computing risk rating system , 

SpoofStick that provide domain information, SiteAdvisor that protect huge spyware and malicious web sites. They have 

identified number of new features for detecting phishing URLs. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

Our objective is to design and detect mobile specific malicious web pages in real time. 

 

3.1 Data Mining features: 

 

Data mining is the process of gathering information from old data to put the output of a specific situation that may needed. 

Data mining worked to identify data from data warehouses that are stored and data that has been analyzed [14], [16]. The 

specific data can come from the production house where they managed. In this work, we are needed to make the system on a 
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network for computing performance to make it more efficient in real time. Finally we need to detect this method to a large set 

of malicious codes. 

 

3.2 Mobile specific features : 

 

Mobile devices are wide used to access the web browser. However all user access different browses at the same time in 

different network.  These differences network can largely be access mobile to the dramatic reduction of screen size, which 

impacts on content, functionality and layout of mobile webpages. All mobile contents are different functionality and layout 

have regularly used to perform static analysis to detecting maliciousness in the desktop space [2], [3]. Due to this significant 

change we made to accommodate mobile devices, such behavior may not be true. For example, whereas such behavior it would 

be found suspicious in the desktop setting and mobile screen devise.  

3.3 URL features : 

 

Nowadays, malicious URLs are the common threat to the businesses, social networks, and net-banking. Existing approaches 

have focused on binary detection i.e., either the URL is malicious or benign [15]. Very few literature is found which focused 

on the detection of malicious URLs and their attack types [16]. Hence, it becomes necessary to know the attack type and adopt 

an effective countermeasure. This paper introduce a technique to detect malicious URLs and the type of attacks based on multi-

class classification. 

 

Mobile Webpage Indicators 

Top Level Domain .mobi 

Subdomain m.,mobile.,touch.,3g.,sp., 

s.,mini.,mobileweb.,t. 

URL Path Prefix /mobile, /mobileweb, /m, /mobi, /?m=1, /mobil, /m-home 

 

Table: Indicators of mobile specific webpages extracted by manual analysis of the top 

-level mobile and identified one top-level domain (TLD), nine subdomain and seven URL path prefixes [1]. 

 

Note that the HTML, JavaScript and URL feature are not same used for analyzing mobile as well as desktop webpages. The 

mobile features derived from mobile application such as dialer and SMS but it do not apply in desktop webpages. 

 

URL redirection, also called URL forwarding, is a World Wide Web technique for making a web page available under 

more than on URL address. When a web browser attempts to open a URL that has been redirected, a page with a different URL 

is opened [4]. Similarly, domain redirection or domain forwarding is when all pages in a URL domain are taken away to a 

different domain. URL redirection is done for various reasons:[8] for URL shortening; to prevent broken links when web pages 

are moved; to allow multiple domain names belonging to the same owner to refer to a single web site; to controller navigation 

into and out of a website; for privacy protection; and for opposite purposes such as phishing attacks or malware distribution. 

 

IV. RELATED WORK 

 

In this paper, we present SCAN button for a fast and reliable static analysis technique to detect malicious webpages. 

SCAN button uses static features of mobile webpages which derived from dot net content, URL and mobile content [1]. We 

experimentally demonstrate that the distributions of static features used in existing technique (e.g. the number of 

redirections)[13] are different when measure on advance mobile specific capabilities and desktop webpages. Moreover, we 

analyzed that certain features are inversely correlated or unrelated webpages being malicious pages. 

In future, the proposed system can be extended to demonstrate the need for advance mobile technique [5]. It help to detect 

specific threats ,warm Trojans such that websites hosting known fraud web sites and take the first step towards identifying new 

security and challenges in advance mobile web technique [9]. 

 

 

Malicious code is a great dangerous threat to computers as well as mobile. Number of malicious codes are found in the wild 

internet area network [16]. Some of these are found in mobile, such as worms, viruses, Trojans are damage to millions of 

computers worldwide network and spread through the internet [14]. 
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In this paper we scan the each and every URLs, by scanning URL program and detect the malicious webpages and malicious 

websites. We developing a number of data mining tools for malicious codes. [12], [13]. 

V. FLOW DIAGRAM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: Flow of the Related System 

 
From figure, we show flow of related system. User enter the URL in web browser and system automatically scan input URL. 

After scanning if their malicious web sites then it through message to user “Malicious URL” otherwise it continuously running 

at the address of URL. It safe for user and system for phishing attacks. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

      We design and develop an effective and efficient classification technique for detecting mobile as well as desktop malicious 

web pages in real time.  

We also promising to detect a number of malicious web pages in the wild web that are not detected by existing technique such 

as Google safe browser & Virus Total. We also build data mining that storing malicious and unmelodious code for user 

feedback used. 
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